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2003-02-05 John Purner Organized by state,
Purner offers pilot-recommended best places to
land for a round of golf. Courses are rated
(winged-golf ball icons positioned by course
name) and descriptions include technical
runway and FBO info, transportation options if
required, and the skinny on course details,
costs, accommodations, etc. Running
throughout book are author’s tips for winning
weekend golf. Key Features: · Over 500 golf
courses in 50 states · From the horse’s mouth:
recommendations come from pilots to pilots ·
Tells all: service, location, style, quality, price,
transportation, operations, the works! · Travel,
golfing, and pilot guide all in one! · “PIREP”
submission form included · Bonus value: golf
tips included

2004 Ed Bowker Staff

2015-07-17 John Purner "The $100 Hamburger
- A Pilots' Guide" has been general aviation's
Zagat Guide for twenty-five years. It contains
300 pages of reviews of easily accessible ON
AIRPORT restaurants that every private pilot
needs to know about. All restaurants located on
general aviation friendly airports in the United
States are included. John Purner has written
each review from his personal experience. "The
$100 Hamburger - A Pilots' Guide" follows
John's three editions of the very popular "The
$100 Hamburger- A Guide to Pilot's Favorite
Fly-In Restaurants" plus the highly successful

"The $100 Hamburger 2014/15". This summer
of 2017 edition includes information about
FBOs, rental cars, on airport museums, hotels,
golf courses, camping and so much more!!!
Everything you need to know to make a
decision for your next burger run is included;
maps, phone numbers, website URLs and email
addresses. It's guaranteed to make your next
flight a real pleasure.

2011-09-28T00:00:00+02:00 Niki Segnit Una
guida originale per sperimentare i sapori
attraverso svariate combinazioni, dai classici
cioccolato e nocciole agli insoliti caffè e
formaggio di capra. Un libro unico, che offre
idee e spunti creativi per una cucina tutta da
scoprire. Tostati Carnosi Caseari Di terra
Senapati Sulfurei Di mare Sale e salamoia Erbe
e verde Speziati Di bosco Fruttati freschi
Fruttati cremosi Agrumati Di rovo e siepe
Fruttati fioriti

1999 John A. Merry This is a directory to the
aviation world in cyberspace. It offers 100 sites,
adds the category airlines and adds contact e-
mail addresses to the featured 300 sites.

2010-07-13 Sue Corbett Insiders' Guide to
Williamsburg and Virginia's Historic Triangle is
the essential source for in-depth travel and
relocation information to Williamsburg,
Jamestown, and Yorktown. Written by a local
(and true insider), this guide offers a personal
and practical perspective of the cities and the

surrounding environs.

2004-06-10 John F. Purner Author John Purner,
who gave his fellow pilots The $100 Hamburger
and the $500 Round of Golf, is back with a
unique compilation of 101 not-to-be-missed
aviation events, sites, and adventures. Purner
details how to get there, where to stay, how
much it's going to cost, and everything else you
need to get the most out of the fabulous
attractions. * Convenient regional organization
* Coverage extends to the Cayman Islands,
France, and the UK * Includes historical
landmarks, aviation museums, air shows, and
more * More than a directory, Purner only
includes carefully chosen top attractions *
Author's companion website allows readers to
log on and share experiences and
recommendations

2002-11 John Purner Organized by state, this
book offers pilot-recommended best places to
land for a bite to eat. Known throughout the
community as the $100 hamburger, this
moniker describes a common practice of flying
for the pleasure of flying, justified by the
excuse of lunch. Restaurants are rated
(hamburger icons positioned by restaurant
name) and descriptions include technical
runway and FBO information, transportation
options if required and information on
restaurant ambiance and fare. Over 1000
restaurants in 50 states and 16 foreign
locations are covered.
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2010-06-21 Niki Segnit Ever wondered why one
flavour works with another? Or lacked
inspiration for what to do with a bundle of
beetroot? The Flavour Thesaurus is the first
book to examine what goes with what, pair by
pair. The book follows the form of Roget's
Thesaurus. The back section lists,
alphabetically, 99 popular ingredients, and
suggests classic and less well known flavour
matches for each. The front section contains an
entry for every flavour match listed in the back
section and is organised into 16 flavour themes
such a Bramble & Hedge, Green & Grassy, and
Earthy. There are 980 entries in all, with 200
recipes and suggestions embedded in the text.
It covers classic pairings such as pork & apple,
lamb & apricot, and cucumber & dill;
contemporary favourites like chocolate & chilli,
and goat's cheese & beetroot; and interesting
but unlikely-sounding couples including black
pudding & chocolate, lemon & beef, blueberry
& mushroom, and watermelon & oyster.
Beautifully packaged, The Flavour Thesaurus is
not only a highly useful, and covetable,
reference book that will immeasurably improve
your cooking - it's the sort of book that might
keep you up at night reading.

2015-12-30 Alan Meyer The inside story of the
hypermasculine world of American private
aviation. In 1960, 97 percent of private pilots
were men. More than half a century later, this
figure has barely changed. In Weekend Pilots,
Alan Meyer provides an engaging account of

the postWorld War II aviation community.
Drawing on public records, trade association
journals, newspaper accounts, and private
papers and interviews, Meyer takes readers
inside a white, male circle of the initiated that
required exceptionally high skill levels, that
celebrated facing and overcoming risk, and that
encouraged fierce personal independence. The
Second World War proved an important turning
point in popularizing private aviation. Military
flight schools and postwar GI-Bill flight training
swelled the ranks of private pilots with
hundreds of thousands of young, mostly middle-
class men. Formal flight instruction screened
and acculturated aspiring fliers to meet a
masculine norm that traced its roots to prewar
barnstorming and wartime combat training.
After the war, the aviation community's
response to aircraft designs played a significant
part in the technological development of
personal planes. Meyer also considers the
community of pilots outside the cockpit—from
the time-honored tradition of "hangar flying" at
local airports to air shows to national
conventions of private fliers—to argue that
almost every aspect of private aviation
reinforced the message that flying was by, for,
and about men. The first scholarly book to
examine in detail the role of masculinity in
aviation, Weekend Pilots adds new dimensions
to our understanding of embedded gender and
its long-term effects.

2015 Nancy White Food trucks in Jacksonville

are a smashing success. The early popularity of
trucks like Corner Taco and On the Fly set the
stage for a mobile dining revolution. Innovators
such as Mike Field and Jax Truckies supplied
the vision and passionately advocated for the
cause. From Beer Cheese Soup to Chicken
Madras, the astounding variety of menus,
themes and trucks means there's something for
all locals to enjoy. Author and "Nourish the
Beast" blogger Nancy White includes
fascinating stories and mouth-watering recipes
as she chronicles the rise of food trucks on
Florida's First Coast.

1997

2002

1999-03 R R Bowker Publishing

2004 Arthur James Wells

1994 Timothy Trimble Thrills, chills, and spills
at 30,000 feet! Flight Simulator is one of the
most popular software packages ever created,
with more than one million armchair pilots
worldwide. To commemorate Flight Simulator's
10th year Microsoft presents the ultimate
Flight Simulator adventure guide. It covers the
basics of flying and instrument training, aircraft
and scenery design, and challenging ""flying
adventures"". (Games)

2017-08-01 Mary Contini Gordon "Wine was
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free, but we had to pay for water." Joe Chiriaco
and his thirteen siblings heard this from their
Italian immigrant father as he recounted his
ocean journey to America. In the face of limited
water and rudimentary dirt roads, Joe and his
Norwegian wife, Ruth Bergseid, founded
Chiriaco Summit in the 1930s, a desert travel
oasis on today's Interstate 10 between Phoenix
and Los Angeles, promising to serve the world
on wheels. The twenty-four-seven challenges
are lightened with the courtship of two feisty
lovers, the frolicking of youngsters in the
desert, more loves, and the juxtaposition of
some very imposing personalities, including
those of Joe Chiriaco and General Patton. After
moving through new aqueducts and highways,
military camps, societal upheavals, and a
welcome new set of hard-working immigrants,
the twenty-first century brings provisions for
electric cars, modern aircraft, and ATV facilities
outside Joshua Tree National Park from whence
the first Summit waters flowed.

2010-04-01 The Phantom Gourmet Boston's
well-known "mysterious" food critic has honed
his compendium of restaurant knowledge into
his selection of the Boston area's best
restaurants. The Phantom lists his favorite
eight (also known as the "Great Ate")
restaurants in 60 categories from comfort food
and fried clams to Chinese and Italian. There
are also lists devoted to neighborhoods and
regions, from the North End to the North
Shore. The nearly 500 restaurant reviews are

also catalogued in alphabetical, geographical,
and cuisine indexes for easy reference. Unlike
the competition, this book has a voice and
exhibits the well-respected local expertise of
the Phantom Gourmet himself. Moreover,
rather than list every restaurant under the sun,
the Phantom selects the places he feels are
worthwhile and explains why, giving
restaurant-goers more guidance when they're
looking for a place to eat.

1998 John Purner It's a fact: Pilots will fly 800
miles for a good short order meal! Organized by
American states and 15 foreign countries, this
pilot-endorsed guide reviews more than 1,000
restaurants convenient to regional landing
strips, as well as general and international
airports. Rated by location, style, quality,
service, atmosphere and price, the book also
includes hours of operation and even dress
codes. 55 illustrations.

1995 Terry T. Lankford

2022-08-16 John Purner The pandemic was
rough on our world. Really, really rough. So
rough in fact that we postponed the 2021
Edition of the $100 Hamburger. The reason was
simple. All across America, airport restaurants
were shut down. A full 90% were not operating.
Some closed for the duration. Some forever.
Many changed hands. All anxiously waited.
Soon we noticed the first shoots of spring,
literally. Airport restaurants began to re-open.

The owners reached out to us. Each wondered
what we were doing to help and asking us to do
more. They wanted us to get the word out and
help them bring their businesses back to life.
We rolled up our sleves and got busy. "The
$100 Hamburger - A Pilots' Guide 2022" is a
critical part of that effort. We re-activated our
Volunteer Burger Reviewer Field Force. By the
way, we always have room for one more. Write
me if you're interested.
(jpurner@100dollarhamburger.com). We set up
a phone bank to quickly reach out to all of the
restaurants we cover. "The $100 Hamburger - A
Pilots' Guide 2022" is the newest edition of
what has been called general aviation's Zagat
Guide. For over twenty-five years recreational
pilots have relied on their copy of private
aviations ONLY travel guide. The newest
Edition is full of good news. The great General
Aviation Re-Awakening is in full swing. We're
back! "The $100 Hamburger - A Pilots' Guide
2022" contains reviews of every, easily
accessible ON AIRPORT restaurant in the
United States. It is written from John Purner's
own experiences. Everything you need to know
to make flight planning decisions for your next
Burger Run is included; phone numbers,
website URLs and email addresses. It's
guaranteed to make your next flight a real
pleasure. This is the perfect book for every
private pilot you know. Welcome back. Get your
copy of "The $100 Hamburger - A Pilots' Guide
2022", fire-up your machine and GO FLYING,
you've been locked down too long.
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2018-12-03 John Purner "The $100 Hamburger
- A Pilots' Guide 2019" is the newest edition of
what has been called general aviation's Zagat
Guide. For over twenty-five years recreational
pilots have relied on their copy of private
aviations ONLY travel guide. It contains
reviews of easily accessible ON AIRPORT
restaurants written from John Purner's own
experiences. Every ON AIPORT restaurant in
the country is included. This December 2018
edition includes information about FBOs, rental
cars, on airport museums, hotels, golf courses,
camping, ON AiRPORT restaurants and so
much more!!! Everything you need to know to
make flight planning decisions for your next
burger run is included; phone numbers, website
URLs and email addresses. It's guaranteed to
make your next flight a real pleasure. This is
the perfect book for every private pilot you
know.

2004-03-21 Eyvinn H. Schoenberg Plane Talk:
Cessna Export Tales is the story of the team of
close friends in the Export Department of the
Cessna Aircraft Company, Wichita Kansas as
seen through the eyes of Eyvinn H. Schoenberg
as he relates through forty tales and five
epilogue histories, experiences of his own and
those of his friends in exporting Cessnas
worldwide. He describes his strict flight
training in a Piper Cub, and the fun of flying
Cessnas once authorized to be a Cessna Utility
Pilot while learning to fly The Cessna Way, as
well as his own and others adventures in flying,

selling, and developing an internationally based
Distributor and Dealer organization, whose
sales of Cessnas in the Caribbean, South
America, Hawaii, Australia, New Zealand, The
Far East, Europe, The Middle East, and various
African countries in great part caused Wichita
Kansas to be called The Air Capitol of the
World.

2004-11

2007

2006-11-22 John F. Purner Publisher's Note:
Products purchased from Third Party sellers
are not guaranteed by the publisher for quality,
authenticity, or access to any online
entitlements included with the product. Since
its publication in 1998, “The $100 Hamburger-
A Guide to Pilot’s Favorite Fly-In Restaurants”
has become more than a book. It is a cultural
phenomenon felt far outside its intended target
market, general aviation owner pilots. Virtually
every aviation magazine has written about the
book. The April 2001 edition of Plane& Pilot
referred to it as “general aviation’s version of
the Zagat Guide”. The November 2001 edition
of Flying pointed it out to “Fly-in diners intent
on finding decent $100 Hamburgers.”The
mainstream media has covered as well. The July
26, 2001 edition of The Wall Street Journal
featured an above the fold, front page article of
23 column inches. The Seattle Post-
Intelligencer, The Boston Globe, The Chicago

Tribune and others had written flattering
feature articles on our book over the life of the
next edition. The book’s companion website
clocks over 450,000 site visits per month. Each
week it receives 50 to 100 updates (PIREPs)
from our pilot readers. These PIREPs affect
over 80% of the sites reported on in the book.
New restaurants have opened, some
restaurants and even some airports have
closed. Today only twenty percent of the data
from the current edition is fully accurate.The
new edition will feature over 80% new content
– new restaurants, new airports, and completely
updated reports on both from pilots all over the
US, Canada, and the UK.

1998-06 Rose Arny

2004-07-01 John F. Purner Author John Purner,
who gave his fellow pilots The $100 Hamburger
and the $500 Round of Golf, is back with a
unique compilation of 101 not-to-be-missed
aviation events, sites, and adventures. Purner
details how to get there, where to stay, how
much it's going to cost, and everything else you
need to get the most out of the fabulous
attractions. * Convenient regional organization
* Coverage extends to the Cayman Islands,
France, and the UK * Includes historical
landmarks, aviation museums, air shows, and
more * More than a directory, Purner only
includes carefully chosen top attractions *
Author's companion website allows readers to
log on and share experiences and
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recommendations

2017-01-08 Ники Сегнит С чем сочетается
ягненок? Какую приправу добавить к белой
рыбе, чтобы получить оригинальное блюдо?
Почему чили так прекрасно оттеняет
горький шоколад? Ответы на эти вопросы
интересны не только профессиональным
шеф-поварам, но и новичкам, которые хотят
приготовить вкусное блюдо. Ники Сегнит, в
прошлом успешный маркетолог в сфере
продуктов питания, решила создать полный

справочник сочетаемости вкусов. «Тезаурус
вкусов» – это список из 99 популярных
продуктов с разными сочетаниями –
классическими и менее известными. Всего
980 вкусовых пар, к 200 из них приводятся
рецепты. Все ингредиенты поделены на 16
тематических групп. Например, «сырные»,
«морские», «жареные» и т. д. К каждому
сочетанию вкусов приведена статья с
кулинарным, историческим и авторским
бэкграундом. Помимо классических
сочетаний, таких как свинина – яблоко,

огурец и укроп, в словаре можно встретить
современные пары – козий сыр и свекла,
лобстер и ваниль, а также нежелательные
сочетания: лимон и говядина, черника и
грибы и т. д. [i]В формате pdf A4 сохранен
издательский дизайн.[/i]

2004 Fritz Schneider "The new user and the
Web-savvy alike will benefit from the many
simple and advanced tactics and strategies the
authors share for finding information on the
Web with Google." - cover.
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